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About This Game

Take control of your egg and roll your way to victory! The Bad Eggs are mobilising their forces across the world. Join the Royal
Egg Force and save the world with large scale eggy warfare.

Eggs 1942 takes the singleplayer roll-a-ball concept, makes it egg shaped, places you in the centre of a large war with AI eggs
and adds plenty of egg madness. Capture bases, crack a few eggs and keep on rolling your eggs.
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very enjoyable puzzle game, with decent graphics + sound is atmospheric which adds to the game overall, however, jay is
a♥♥♥♥♥♥

pros:
- very enjoyable puzzles
- sounds decent-
- atmosphere is dark and cool
- almost 5 hours so far and im still stuck so good value (if you're thick like me)

cons:
- jays a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>- jays a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>- JAYS A♥♥♥♥♥♥!
. Bardock is amazing. One of the best bullet hell game that I ever play. You couldn't bomb the enemies like the other game
instead you must do suicidal move when the power full.

The soundtrack was awesome as well ...
Has many variety dolls ... which has awesome powers ..... I love 2 dools in here .. they just reminded me of Raiden ships
. this game is absolutely amazing. i dont write reviews often but this is well worth the 15 dollars. wakfu is batter even if the
game is the second one wakfu is better wich means thay need to put more work into it and still wakfu needs some work i have
nother agenst wakfu or dofus that just need to make it more like the first game just with improvements. Purchased this in a
bundle during the 2017 winter sale. Has well designed enemies and bosses. Worth the discounted purchase.. what happen man
this game seem dead.i can feel there is alot of chinese computer player inside the game cause i can kill them really easy and the
update is like gone. One of my favorite classics!. This game may look like a game that has been made with Unity (Maybe it is)
but this game is really good, i really enjoyed this game! not played too much but the game is awesome!. Bad and boring.
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I admit that I didn't play it for very long; but the gameplay just didn't click for me. I found maneuvering the box around to feel
more tedious than fun and when I did complete a level it really didn't feel all that satisfying. The game is well done though and
I'm sure some will enjoy this style of puzzler; but it's just not for me.. more polished than PUBG 10/10. I first played warsim
about 1-2 years ago, back before it was on steam. About a week ago I finally decided to buy it. It has shown great improvement
and I really enjoy playing it. The random generation makes the game interesting, along with the exploring, and many other
things such as the arena, throne room, upgrades, and many more. If your interested at all I highly recommend getting as im sure
you will enjoy it, and the great developer deserves the support. I really only have one complaint, which is that the wars are not
too interesting, and I believe the dev said he would improve it at some point. Other than that it is a wonderful game.. Love it,
would love a muliplayer league though ;D. Sometimes your players just start throwing away their wickets or play too defensively
even when they're set to aggressive, which makes the game lose some of its realism at times. Still pretty fun overall. Not perfect,
but still fun.. So bad. i know this isnt that helpful or discriptive. but please look elsewhere.. The premise starts simple: solve
puzzles that looks like spreadsheets. The puzzles though get very tricky. Not to the point where you have to look it up online.
Eventually you'll figure it out as the puzzles are very well designd.

There's also an emotional story, told through some simple animations and with no words. Definitely an artistic and also smart
game.

If you don't care about the story and just want a good puzzler, this is still a great choice.

Also, if you love spreadsheets, you will want to marry this game (if you're into that kinda stuff...).. For a indie game. This was
well done. I am exactly waiting to see if their will be a alien hallway 3 in the future unless their already is one. But this game was
fantastically made. The only I hate about this game is some of the units descriptions. For the defender when upgrading thier
shields. Is it shield lenght? or Shield strength? or how many times you can use the shield? Also Idk about the last unit you get
but I have to wait to unlcok him. The game is very easy at the beginning but gets very diffecult the more you play. It is a
grind\/upgrade to win game. But if you been to madmax games, addicting games, or even most addiciting games I think it was
called when you were a kid in middle and played other games like this one like for starters enigmata stellar war, is just like this
game, but a whole lot better, cause their is a bunch of stuff to do in it, a bunch of bosses, a bunch of new uints\/new upgraded
units to see, same graphics but a tad bit better, and both are a upgrade\/grind to win type game. But both enigmata stellar war
and alien hallway 2 are very good in it's own way. Like I said before, "I am hoping to see a alien hallway 3" unless you already
made it, than I would like to see a alien hallway 4. Keep up the good work and maybe next time when you make 3 or 4 add a
more detailed description about the units upgrade? It was just only one I know of you missed up on. p.s I Recommend this
game. It's cheap, fun, and addiciting. I wouldn't be surprised if this game made it to madmax games or most addicting games
websites. Like age of wars. They need to make a new version of age of empires.. Some difficulty would be nice. I mean, at least
SOME. But after playing for half an hour and at no point even remotely reaching death, I think it's safe to say that this just a
really badly balanced game.

The gameplay is also generic as hell.. Well..after buying the game in the very early stages I decided to come back to it and was
pleasently suprized by the changes/upgrades made to the game. It now has a story line going and more things to do .
So cudos to the developers and well done. Keep up the good job :) One item I kind of dislaike is that you have many fields but
missing the tools to work them without running out of energy (maybe a tractor would help)..otherwise thumbs up :)

Patch notes 9 January 2019:
A lot of bug fixes in the quest system. Inserted the first few quests and journal entries into the game. I think they're working but
I haven't tested them all the way through.

Increased size of the popup window that gives you information on equipment.

Fixed some minor typos.. UPDATE! NEW ANIMATRONIC:
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Hello! :)

Don't you forget about you old friend from first part of CASE: Animatronics?

List of changes:
- New Animatronic was added to multiplayer mode: LAST RETAR
- Run speed of the KESTREL O-2 animatronic was reduced
- Recovery speed of energy was balabced in all animatronics. Update 3.0:
Dear Windscape friends,

I'm very happy to announce the next content update which features a whole new island to discover. Embark on a dangerous
adventure deep inside the ruins of Maaki Desert where maze-like rooms, creepy enemies and many hidden secrets await. On top
of that you are now able to craft your own armor and a few new weapons.

The content update is now available - make sure your game is up-to-date before playing! If you'll find any bugs or have other
feedback, please report them by pressing F8 ingame.

Have much fun and please stay tuned for future updates,
Dennis. Alpha Patch v1.4.2:
~Features
-Transform Spells
-Sub-Class Change Items

~Content
-"Entangle" Warden spell has been replaced with "Moose Form"
-New Warden Spell "Bear Form"
-New Warden Spell "Hedgehog Form"
-New Warden Spell "Hawk Form"
-Bows Buffed Globally

~Quality of Life
-Armors can no longer acquire the Suffix " of Speed"
-Memberships now take the form of an in-game consumable. Can be traded.

~Bug Fixes
-Npc AOE Spells now work as intended

~PvP Tournament~
Next Saturday (20th), Life Forge Staff will be hosting a PvP Tournament at a currently undisclosed location. There will be 2
brackets to the tournament: Duel and Conclave.
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The Winner of the Duel bracket will receive an exclusive "Blood Wolf" mount, of which there are only currently 4 in the game.
(purchased long before Steam)

The Winning Party of the Conclave bracket will receive an exclusive in-game cosmetic cape, signifying your victory in the
Conclave.

The Winners of both the Conclave bracket and the Duel bracket will receive 10 Platinum.

The Conclave will require a 25k Gold Fee. Members may participate for free.

~Upcoming Updates~
The coming updates will be launched as soon as they're finished as we don't want to make you all wait until Friday for more
Bank Slots etc. These new "sporadic" updates will also include new content, but limited to the scope of what we already have
established. We're gonna be focusing on polishing up what we have before upping the level cap, adding new higher level zones,
etc.. 0.6.17 - Persistent Levels:
Happy New Years everyone! With a new year comes a new path for Serenade of the Sirens! Pushing out a new update to lay
down the foundation for multiple paths throughout the underwater caves. The cave paths are currently linear but that will change
in the near future.

Included in this is update is the addition of persistent levels and the removal of the level timer. Stages now take slightly longer to
generate, but I will fix that in future updates. Also, I felt that the level timer didn't align with my vision for the game so I'm
removing it. Last but not least I'm disabling in level events until there are better integrated with the new procedural generation
system.

Changes:

 Persistent levels

 Removed level timer

 Temporarily disabled events

 Fixed bug with player start position
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